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All My Papers
Publishes Case Study Of
X9 IMAGE CLEARING Software Solution
For The State of North Carolina Check 21 Processing
Saratoga, CA – February 24, 2009 – All My Papers (AMP), a developer and distributor of software for
Image Cash Letters, announced today it has published a case study describing how the North Carolina
Department of State Treasurer (NCDST) implemented AMP’s X9 IMAGE CLEARING server based
software application for its Check 21 Processing.
NCDST was mandated to upgrade their check clearing system to be Check 21 capable by January 2009. If
this deadline was not met, the daily processing fees would double. NCDST processes almost 40,000 checks
per day with peaks reaching over 200,000 checks in a single day.
NCDST selected All My Papers (AMP) to implement their X9 IMAGE CLEARING software solution that
would minimize impact on their existing processes, interface to their legacy payment systems and process
the new file formats sent to NCDST by the Federal Reserve Bank (FRB) – all by the required date.
X9 IMAGE CLEARING is a complete solution for interfacing legacy payment systems to Check 21 Image
Exchange. The software operates on a Windows Server platform with a SQL database. X9 IMAGE
CLEARING enables posting, archiving and returns processing of X9.37 Image Cash Letter (ICL) files.
“The X9 IMAGE CLEARING leverages investment in legacy item processing and payment systems,
automates return processing and reduces operational costs” said Larry Krummel, President of All My
Papers. “NCDST went into live production with Check 21 check clearing processing on schedule in
January 2009, avoiding the increased processing fees. They were able to continue to use their legacy core
banking system and streamline their internal processes. This was all accomplished within their budget
constraints and with minimum impact on their daily operations.”
To download the case study go to, http://www.allmypapers.com/whitepapers.htm
To find out more about this software, as well as other products, contact sales@allmypapers.com
About All My Papers
Saratoga, Calif.-based All My Papers (AMP) is a developer and distributor of software toolkits and
applications. Products include the technologies required to resolve interoperability and data integrity issues
such as extracting MICR data and barcode data from images. For more information about All My Papers,
visit the company’s website at www.allmypapers.com
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